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Frances Hasso (Duke University) 

 
 

 

I treated these as paper drafts and my comments are designed to suggest ways to develop them. 

 

D’Ann Campbell 

Challenges to Military Masculinity: Female Soldiers, Gay Rights and the Professionalization of Western Armies 

since 1945 (it also says “since 1970…”) 

 

Organizationally: The chapter would benefit from a more analytical rather than chronological or place 

by place organization. Ideally, the analytical sections would be structured to sustain the argument. 

One way to do it would be to begin with the dominant arguments against women’s soldiering and the 

superiority of men soldiers at the historical moment this chapter begins, which I believe is supposed 

to be after 1945. Cases would be drawn on systematically within each section. As you build toward 

the middle of the chapter, you may want to organize the various dimensions and factors, for example 

into early legal restrictions, dominant cultural contexts, symbolic and embodied battles, technology 

and the gendered soldier, sexual assault, movements for inclusion within and without military 

institutions, changing state needs, paradoxes… and so on. I suggest that gay soldiering be integrated 

into the sections and in some cases having sections only focused on gay soldiering or female inclusion. 

It depends on your sources and the choices you make regarding cases. The racial and immigrant 

inclusion matters should be integrated into the analytical themes so that the analysis is intersectional. 

Thesis/Argument: To sharpen an argument, I thought it would be useful to pull out the 

tensions within the broad historical patterns that D’Ann lays out so that she can move beyond broad 

arguments about a value shift toward egalitarianism and so on. For example, what kinds of differences 

existed between countries and regions and what might explain them?  

Theoretically: So you want to link military service to citizenship since you’re focusing on state 

militaries? Lots of feminist scholarship. Could use some of it to frame the chapter, again depending 

on your thesis. 

Empirically: Is the focus on NATO or Western Europe or both? What are the units of analysis 

being compared? I suggest making some choices about focus and saying in the introduction that you’re 
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relying on original sources from X and English language scholarship and giving the rationale. Two of 

the authors addressed the peacekeeping soldier and I wasn’t sure if it mattered to the editors. 

Words: I thought words like “military masculinities” and “excessive feminization” need to be 

used with further nuance. The chapter is really about challenging male dominance in militaries or 

maybe inclusion/exclusion of women and gays in militaries after 1945. It does not engage with ideal 

type military masculinities. Similarly, it’s more interesting to delve more deeply into a few cases (for 

example post WWII dominant gender culture in Germany and its relationship to state military 

formation) than to try to do too much with unevenness. 

 

Sandra Whitworth 

The United Nations, Gendered Human Rights and Peacekeeping since 1945 

 

Thesis/argument: I couldn’t find an argument in the draft or engagement with existing feminist 

scholarship. Resolving this matter is important for figuring out how to restructure the paper. 

 

Analytical: I wondered what would happen analytically if Sandra took the word “Peacekeeping” and 

unpacked it. First could be to provide a definition of what it means based on relevant UN documents 

and interventions and second would be to consider what “peace” might mean more generally in a UN 

context or contexts. For example, what if peacekeeping is reconsidered analytically as state border 

maintenance? What are the implications for a feminist analysis? Who gets to maintain borders? What 

are the built in limits? 

There has been some published feminist scholarship on Security Council Resolution 1325 in 

relation to the middle east and elsewhere that I think is well worth engaging in this chapter. I would 

fit this resolution under the broad theme of feminists working within the UN often ask for things that 

don’t become what they want since state actors are the dominant decision makers. Whether talking 

about Responsibility to Protect, gender mainstreaming, 1325 or Peacekeeping, these apparatuses come 

to service imperialism and transnational governmentalities to a remarkable degree. While I agree with 

Glenda that we must examine the unintended consequences, gaps, and possibilities offered by such 

projects, I think it’s important to ask at the same time whether unintended consequences, openings, 

and paradoxes overcome the dominant logics and institutional frames, for example of militaries, or 

the UN, especially at the top, where the influence and money are concentrated. More generally, does 

including women in peacekeeping or soldiering resolve fundamental contradictions? This is an 

empirical question as much as it is a feminist question. It clearly matters which bodies participate in 

anything. But to what degree does it matter? And what does it matter for? The U.S. Army for example 

actively recruits and deploys women in the Human Terrain System in Afghanistan and elsewhere for 

the double purpose of expressing a “soft power” and being more effective by “developing, training and 

integrating social science based research and analysis” in its wars. I’m sure there are unintended 

consequences here, negative and positive, but do they overcome the intended consequences or the 

institutional frame within which this occurs? 

Regarding UN peacekeeping, I have noticed that the UN soldiering personnel are 

disproportionately non-European, men from poorer countries such as Fiji. I don’t know if there is 

scholarship on this but to what degree might it matter to arguments about masculinities and 

femininities in war? This relates to the thesis that begins to be developed on p. 8, where Sandra asks 

whether the UN could ever succeed in accomplishing its goals of gender equality and how the answer 
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depends on how it understands gender. I thought this was very interesting and worth developing. I 

would be specific about the competing apparatuses of the UN, which again are differently empowered 

and follow state logic. Give ILO example, plumb jobs, who gets them according to a geopolitical logic 

of distribution of favors. 

 

Kristen Williams 

Gender and the Current Wars of Globalization 

 

Audience of this volume. Is it a political science audience or is it a broader audience? What would 

considering a broader more interdisciplinary audience interested in gender scholarship to do to the 

argument and structure. 

  I don’t think “Wars of Globalization” is a particularly useful term. What does globalization 

mean here? It may be more useful to focus on post 1990 wars and choose a few of them, large and 

small, to develop an argument. It’s worth reading Amy Chua’s book, World on Fire, to consider other 

kinds of arguments, more compelling, for the proliferation of identity based wars and the link to 

increasingly unregulated capitalism and then to consider what may be different and similar in how 

gender is deployed and the implications for men, women, and gender orders. This is not something 

that Chua addresses. More generally, I think a bit more engagement with political economy of war 

would be useful, again, keeping a focus on the gender implications, which are not developed. I thought 

there was too much reliance on Kaldor and her old/new framework was not particularly convincing 

empirically or analytically. It would be better to consider what happens to ideology and ideological 

struggle when the Cold War ends and what are the implications for women and men and gender 

orders. Again, I think it’s more useful to focus on a few cases, one of them being Eastern and Central 

Europe, given its liminal status and the events of the 1990s. The other would be the 1991 war on Iraq 

and 1990s sanctions and so on. A third would be the war in Rwanda. A fourth could be Afghanistan. 

To what degree is 1990 a rupture and to what degree is it not? What are the implications for gender 

and war with the increasing subcontracting of war and the empowerment of neoliberal global 

capitalism and finance with the demise of the USSR? How does China’s earlier economic shift 

challenge the historicization? How do shifts in war technology matter? It seems to me that 1990 marks 

a shift in how ongoing battles for resources are undertaken. They increasingly occur along the lines of 

deregulated forms of capitalism and extraction.  What does it mean to have more “private” actors in 

war? 


